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1. INTRODUCTION 
Stationary solutions of semilinear parabolic problems satisfy elliptic 
equations. We consider Dirichlet problems in this connection, and write 
them in the form 
A&J = G(v) in SZC lFP, 
Da0 = v& , IBI <m-l, on asz. 
(1.1) 
The linear operator a is of order 2m; the nonlinear operator G will be 
described later. 
It is well known that many problems of the form (1.1) arising in mathe- 
matical physics may have more than one solution. A simple question which 
comes to mind is: Which, if any, of the many solutions are actually observed ? 
This is generally believed to be a stability consideration. 
In this paper we give sufficient and necessary conditions for the Lyapunov- 
stability of stationary solutions v,, of the parabolic equation 
(aopt) + Av = G(v) (l-2) 
(with the same boundary conditions as (1 .l) on the cylinder (0, T) x XJ). 
These conditions are given in terms of the spectrum of the “linearized” 
operator at v, . Stability, as well as instability, is proved within the framework 
of the L,-theory and P-theory for Eq. (1.2). 
A stationary solution v0 of (1.2) is said to be stable if, given any E > 0, all 
solutions v of (1.2) stay in an e-ball around v,, for all t E [0, T), whenever they 
are in a S(e)-ball around v,, at t = 0. (By [0, T) we denote the maximal 
interval of existence.) The solution v,, is unstable if it is not stable. 
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These definitions are not precise. In which class of functions do we look 
for solutions ? In which topology do we define the e-ball? The choice of 
topology and the regularity required of a solution depends on the kind 
of statement one wishes to make. 
For example, a stability result should be proved with a strong norm in which 
all derivatives up to order 2m appear. Instability results, on the other hand, 
require proving the existence of a solution with initial data in an arbitrary 
small neighborhood of the given stationary solution, which eventually leaves 
some fixed neighborhood of it. Such results are strongest when the latter 
fixed neighborhood is one with a weak topology, but the solution themselves 
are regular. That is the reason why instability is the more delicate of the 
two questions. Our results go far toward satisfying both requirements. 
Before defining the function spaces and the operators, we make the sub- 
stitution w(t) = z1a + u(t), which leads to 
(au/at) + Au = G(w, + u) - G(w,). 
We suppose that the right-hand side can be written as M(v,,)u +F(u) with 
some linear operator M(Q) depending on v,, and with a nonlinear, in general 
unbounded operator satisfying F(0) = 0 and a certain “little-o-condition” 
as u tends to zero (see below). The operator A = a - M(q) is assumed to 
be elliptic. We therefore consider the stability of the trivial solution u = 0 
of the parabolic initial-boundary-value problem 
@/at> + c 44 Dau =f(x> Qzp,..., bNu), /IS& <2m-1, 
jq<2m 
u(O, 4 = uo(x), XESZ, D&t, x) = 0, j&l <m-l, 
(1.3) 
t E (0, T), xEac2. 
We write (1.3) as an evolution equation 
(du/dt) + Au =F(u), 40) = %I , 
in the spaces L,(Q) and C,a(!?) (see definition below). 
(1.4) 
The solution of (1.4) in L,(Q) can be considered a generalized solution 
of (1.3), whereas the solution in C,$)) is a classical solution. If D is unbounded 
the solution in C,$?) is not necessarily in L,(8). If (1.4) represents a system 
of ordinary differential equations, and if the nonlinearity satisfies 1 F(u)/ = 
o(l u I), / u ] --f 0, then the stability or instability of the trivial solution 
u = 0 depends on the real parts of the eigenvalues of A. These results can 
be generalized to the partial differential equation (1.3), even though the 
nonlinearity F is unbounded. The “little-o-condition” for F is replaced by 
a condition I f(x, u)i = o(l u I), I u 1 -+ 0, uniformly for x EQ, u E RN. 
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If the spectrum of A lies on the right-hand side of the imaginary axis 
then u = 0 is stable in the topology of the domain of definition D(A) of A 
(see Theorem 4.1). This implies the stability of all derivatives up to order 2m. 
If there are points in the spectrum of A with negative real part, then u = 0 
is unstable in the topology of L,(Q) (or even L,(Q)) and C,a(@ (see Theorem 
4.2, Corollary 4.3, and Theorem 5.3). 
This paper extends our results in [7], where we considered (1.4) in the 
Hilbert space L,(Q). There we proved the stability of the stationary solution 
u = 0 of the Navier-Stokes system in the topology of D(Av), i& < y < 1. 
The case y = 1 can be found in [5]. The instability of u = 0 was shown in 
the topology of L,(Q). 
There is still a further analogy to ordinary differential equations: if the 
spectrum of A is bounded away from the imaginary axis, there is a local 
“stable manifold” passing through II = 0, which is tangent to the eigenspace 
of the “positive” spectrum of A (see Section 5). 
We shall now render our assumptions precise: The domain Q C RF is not 
necessarily bounded. We assume that “s) is uniformly regular of class 
Clmta" (see [2, Definition 11). The ellipticity of the operator 
A = A@, D) = c u&x) Da 
lK1<2m 
is expressed by 
forallxEL?,[ERn.(W e o f 11 ow the usual notation: B is a multiindex, Da is a 
partial differential operator of order 1 B I.) The coefficients uff of A are in the 
class P+l+@). If Q is bounded it suffices that a, E P(a). We denote by 
W,z(s2), l@Dz(Q) (1 < p < co, I E IV,J the (real) Sobolev spaces over 9 with 
norm II L.z . The spaces W,“(L?), l#‘Ps(Q) for real s > 0 are defined by 
interpolation (see e.g., [lo]). The spaces Cz+a(@ (0 < 01 < 1, I E IQ) are the 
(real) Banach spaces of uniformly Holder continuous functions over Q 
endowed with the norm 11 Illfor. We consider the subspaces 
C:“(O) = {u E Cz+a(Q), Deu E C,$i’), / d I < Z}, 
which are closed and therefore Banach spaces. 
As an operator in L,(Q) (= W,O(Q)), A is g iven the domain of definition 
D(4) = ~“YQ) n J,tV’), 
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and denoted by A, (the restriction to wDm(sZ) corresponds to zero data 
Dirichlet boundary conditions). We denote by the symbol A not only the 
formal differential operator defined above but also the corresponding operator 
in the space C,a(@, with domain of definition 
D(A) = C”,“t+“(Q) n {u 1 Dau 1 tX2 = 0, / & 1 < m - l}. 
The a priori estimates in [I, 21 show that A, and A are closed operators. 
Whereas A, is densely defined, D(A) is not dense in C,a(@. 
2. PROPERTIES OF THE OPERATORS A, AND A 
In [8] we showed that 
A = {A E @, (n/2) - E < arg h < -(r/2) + E, 1 h 1 > A,} 
is in the resolvent set of A, and A, E > 0 and A, > 0 being suitable constants. 
Moreover the following estimates of the resolvents are valid: 
II@ - 4-lu /la < (4 A ll--or’zm) II u IL 3 (2.1) 
lItA - Wu I/o < (4 h I) II u /lo! > u E c*qq, (2.2) 
lib% - 4-‘~ IL,,0 G (4 h I> II ~4 llD,~ , u EL,(Q). (2.3) 
(Cl , cz , c3 ,*** are some fixed positive constants.) 
In order to shorten this exposition the symbol A will also be used when 
both operators A, and A are concerned. 
We separate the spectrum o(A) of A into a bounded part a- , defined by 
Re p < 0 for p E u- , and an unbounded part a+ , defined by Re TV > 0 for 
TV E a+ . If we assume that 
Rep>a>O for PE u+, (2.4) 
then we have a decomposition of the Banach spaces E = L,(Q) or E = C,“(a) 
into a pair of complementary closed subspaces 
E = E- @ E+ 
and a corresponding decomposition of A 
A=A-+A+. 
The parts A- and A+ act in E- and E+ respectively, the spectra of the parts 
coincide with cr- and (J+ , and A- is a bounded operator on Em (see [6, 
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Theorem 6.17, p. 1781). The (continuous) projections on E- and E+ will be 
denoted by P and Q. They commute with the operator A. 
We remark that in the case when 52 is bounded, the assumption (2.4) 
is fulfilled and that in this case E- = PE is finite dimensional. 
Since the operator A- is bounded on PE, there exists a group eA-t, t E Iw, 
on PE and there are positive constants dl , d,’ such that 
11 eA-t /I :< c*(e) ert for t > 0 (c > 01, 
]I eA-t 11 < c5e-d1t for t > 0, if Rep< -a <0 for ~EU-, 
(I eA-t 11 < c6e‘-d,‘t for t < 0. (2.5) 
Here and in the following 11 II stands for // (19,0 or II jloL. 
By virtue of the a priori estimates for elliptic operators in L&2) and 
C*“(D) and because of the boundedness of AP we have: For every multiindex 
Z with 12 1 < 2m the operator DB is bounded from PE = E- into E. 
In the discussion of A, the cases E = L,(Q) and E = C,m(o) are con- 
sidered separately. It is known that -A p+ generates a holomorphic semi- 
group e-dAo+* on L,(G)+ which satisfies 
11 e-Ap+t l19,0 < c,eFdat, t >, 0, 0 < d, < a. (2.6) 
This semigroup allows one to define fractional powers AY,, of A,+ with 
properties which are quite useful for our purpose. First of all we have 
II AY,+e-*pft [jpso < cst+‘emdzt, t > 0, Y>O (2.7) 
(see [31)* 
For the properties of A+ in I?*~(@+ see [8,9]. One can defme a semigroup 
e-A+t on C,@)+ h aving properties weaker than those of e-A9+t on L,@)+ . 
First of all there is a singularity at t = 0: 
/I e-*+54 /Ia < cgt-a’2me--dpt 11 24 [Ia , t > 0, 
II eMA+% Ilo< clOe-d*t II uIId. , t > 0, 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
11 II,, being the sup-norm. If Sz is bounded we also have 
t > 0, 6 > a/am, (2.10) 
the proof being similar to that of [9, Satz 3.21. 
In spite of its singularity at t = 0 the semigroup e-A+t can be used in the 
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study of the evolution equation (1.4) in C,ti(~). This can be seen by the 
relation 
(d/dt) edA+% = -A+emA+%, u E c*yQ>+ , t > 0. 
For 1 y 1 > (or/2m) the fractional powers A+Y can be defined in the same way 
as in L,(Q)+ and we list their properties (ZJ E C,m(fi)+): 
/I A+ye-A+fu /loL < c12t-“-“‘2me-dzt II u Ilo! ,
/I A+“e-A+tu /lo d W-Ye-d2t II 24 IlLI , y > or/2m. 
For u E D(A+*) we have 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
I/ e-‘+% - u llol < c14tS-0’2nz /I A+% Ila , S > a/2m, (2.13) 
/I eAAttu /Ia < clSeedgt I/ A+% [IN . (2.14) 
We will also use the commutation rule 
and 
A+?'e-Att r) e-A+tA+Y 
AYQ, = AYa&W'eU 
+ ++ ' y2 > (4W YI > y2 + WW u E D(A”l), 
(see P, 91). 
If IR is bounded, a consequence of (2.10) is 
It u lla G ~16 II A+“u llo > 6 > a/2m. (2.15) 
The above-mentioned useful properties of the fractional powers of the 
operators A,+ and A+ are expressed by 
LEMMA 2.1. For IdI <2m- 1 wehave 
II Qtu l/m < ~17 II 4,~ Ilm 3 Y > Ia l/k u E WY,,), 
II Deu Ila G ~1s II A+Yu /la 9 Y > ((I a I + BWm + 4) + (4W, u E D(A+‘). 
For a proof we refer to [8]. 
LEMMA 2.2. The following embeddings are continuous: 
8, fi, “G’) = Q D”;(“) = WYp+), y. < @m, s G l/P, 
QEC,“@) n 1~ I u Ian = 011 CD&9, or/2m < y, < (6 - 201)/2m. 
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We may transcribe the proofs in [9]. For the &-case we only remark that 
the projection Q, is a bounded operator from L,(G) onto L,(S)+ and from 
I8$Dm(sZ) into D(A,+) and that it therefore maps all interpolation spaces in 
between continuously into the corresponding image interpolation spaces. 
The identity I@P8(8) = WD8(B) f or s < l/p is proved in [ll, Theorem 1.11. 
The proof in the P-case essentially uses the result in the L,-case. We remark 
that the projections Q, and Q coincide on L,(Q) n C,a(D): u E L&2) nC*“(D) 
implies Q,u = Qu E L&2)+ n C,a(!?)+ . This can be seen from the re- 
presentation of Q = I - P (see [6, p. 1781) and from the fact that the 
resolvents of A, and A are the same operators on L,(G) n C,“(@. Further- 
more we need a similar interpolation property of the projection Q, which 
maps C~~+~(~) n {u 1 D&u ian = 0, 1 B 1 < 2m) continuously into D(A+). 
3. THE EVOLUTION EQUATION IN L,(G) AND C,@) 
Since an instability result can only be proved if the existence of solutions 
of (1.3) or (1.4) is guaranteed, we briefly mention our results in [8, 91. In 
these papers we gave sufficient conditions for the function f (see (1.3)) 
under which the evolution equation (1.4) is (locally) solvable both in L,(G) 
and C,@). The function f is considered as f: 0 x RN + R. Roughly 
speaking we need local Holder continuity in the last N variables, uniform 
with respect to x ED. If 9 is unbounded we assume a certain decay as 
/ x I--+ co, uniform with respect to a neighborhood of zero in IV. This is 
because we want the nonlinearity 
to be partially completely continuous as a mapping from certain domains 
of definitions (see below) into the spaces L,(O) and C,ll(a). Observe that 
the complete continuity is required only with respect to those variables 
in which f is not Lipschitz continuous. 
Our procedure is the following: we first solve the integral equation 
44 = Pu(t> + Qu(t> 
=e -A-tP~o + St e--A-(t-s) PF(u(s)) ds 
0 
+ e-A+tQuo + 
s 
t e-A+(t-S) QF(u(s)) ds 
0 
(3.1) 
applying the fix-point-theorem [S, Theorem 1.11 in the Banach space X = 
C([O, T], PE @ D(A+v)) endowed with the norm 
g$ PWI + II A+‘Q4W 
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(we restrict T so that a certain ball is mapped into itself). In [8, Satz 2.21, 
we showed that the complete continuity of the nonlinearity F as an operator 
from PE @ D(A+y) into E implies the complete continuity of the right-hand 
side integral operator in X. (For bounded domains the compactness of the 
integral operator easily results from the compactness of (A + C)-l, C > (1, , 
as is shown in [3]. This argument fails if J2 is unbounded.) 
In order to estimate the nonlinear term F we make use of Lemma 2.1 
(and of embedding theorems). For this purpose and for the existence of the 
integral in D(A+v) we assume (for E = L,(sZ) or E = C,a(@) 
(W - l)P4 + (4%) < y < 1 or 1 - (1/2m) < y < 1. 
This implies that p > 71 and that 01 is sufficiently small. We refer to [8, 
Satz 5.5, 5.9; 9, Satz 5.2, 5.51. (W e remark that these assumptions on y and 
on p or 01 hold for the general case. If F is of polynomial type, for example, 
p = 2 is possible too, as is shown in [7, Theorem 3.11.) 
Under the assumptions on the initial conditions 
Qz+o E WY,+) or Quo E D(A’=‘), 6 > a/2m, (3.2) 
we can solve (3.1) in [0, T]. The transition from (3.1) to the evolution 
equation (1.4) is accomplished by techniques developed in [9]. (There we 
added a constant to A so that P = 0 and Q = I.) 
This completes the description of our results in [8, 91. From the point of 
view of stability the case y = 1 will be of special interest. We can solve (3.1) 
in X = C([O, T], PE @ D(A+)), if we make use of the following equation, 
which follows from Lemma 2.2: 
s 
t 
0 
A+e-A+'"-"'Q$'(u(s)) ds = Jot A:-voeA+‘t-S’A:oQF(U(S)) ds. 
If E = C,a(a) we must be sure that F(u) vanishes on asZ whenever u is 
in D(A). A sufficient condition for this to occur is given by 
f(% 4 = 0 for all u E RN with ui = 0 whenever 1 Zii 1 < m - 1 
(a, in F), x E 82. (3.3) 
Because of /I AyQF(u(~))lj~ < cl8 IIF(u(s))l&, cu < 1, we can use the same 
techniques as in [8, Satz 5.91, to demonstrate the compactness and Hijlder- 
continuity of AI;” QF as an operator from PC,a(i?) @ D(A+) into C,a(@+. 
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In E = JW~ we have II 4?+ QJW4>ll,,o < czo llW44lL ,O < s < UP. 
In order to estimate the right-hand side we make use of the norm 
(see, e.g., [lo]). 
If 52 is bounded we have to choose p sufficiently large, depending on the 
Holder exponent of j. If Q is unbounded we assumef to be locally Lipschitz 
continuous, uniformly with respect to x E 0. We further need f(., 0) to be 
in IV,s(Q). Finally, the interpolation inequality 
II v II%3 < c21 II 2, II;!: II rJ IIz’t, s<t<l, 
allows the use of similar techniques as in [S, Satz 5.51 to demonstrate 
the compactness and Holder continuity of A?+&$ as an operator from 
P&,(Q) @ D(A,+) into L,(Q). We sum up the results: 
THEOREM 3.1. The evolution equation (1.4) has u strict solution in E = L&2) 
and E = C,a(a) with the following properties: 
(a) u E C(P, Tmsx), PE 0 Wl+% 
if u. satisjies (3.2), y = 1 being admissible, 
(b) * E W> Tmax), W)), 
(4 u E CW, Tmax), El, 
(4 li%rmax (II JW)ll + II A+yQ4t>ll) = ~0, if Tmax < ~0. 
In the case E = C,“(a) and y = 1 we have to assume (3.3). 
4. STABILITY AND INSTABILITY OF THE SOLUTION u = 0 
Corresponding to the “little-o-condition” of the nonlinearity in the case 
of an ordinary differential equation, we assume: 
(4 f (x, 0) = 0, 
(b) If (xl ,u) - f (x2 9 41 < I k&J - hc&~)I u I1+p, 
(c) f(% Ill> -f(% u2) = il &, Ul > u2)W - u2% 
(4 I&x, ~1 t uz)l d czz(lul Ip + 1~2 1% 
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(e) I gi(xl , ul , UZ) - g”(s2 , ul , u2)l 
< I &(x1) - hi+@ (I Ul IPi + I uz I”$ 
(f) I &, 61 7 f,) - gyx, 111, %)I 
< c&l Ul - 0, loi + I u, - 62 IPi>, 
x, xj EQ, u, uj E RN, I u I, I uj I e d’, i = 1, 2, 
O<p<l, O<Pi<l, i=l,..., N. 
(4.1) 
If E = L&2), assumptions (a)-(d) with h,, EL,(Q) guarantee the statements 
of Theorem 3.1 in L,(Q) and the following estimates (see [8, Satz 5.51): 
IIe4 - w4ll,,o G rlw fY% - ~z)ll,.o + II 4+Q2(% - %)ll,.o> 
= 71(u) 111 % - Fz l~l%O,V 7 (4.3) 
for III u Illp,o,y~ Ill f4 Ill e,O,v < u G 4 i = 1, 2, 
((2m - 1)/W + wq> < Y < 1, (d = c,,d’ for a suitable constant). 
By 7 we denote a continuous and monotone function with ~(0) = 0. 
Similary we can show, using (3.4): 
II A;+Q~W,o G cdl Pu II;:: -I II 4,Qu II% y. < 04 s < UP, 
ES C?6 III u IIIZL (4.4) 
Now we assume in addition (e), (f) with hi, E WDs(Sa). If J2 is bounded we 
assume that p is sufficiently large depending on pi ; if Q is unbounded we 
assume pi = 1. 
The representation (3.4) of the norm in W,*(Q) then allows us to show: 
II A;QWJ - %Nl,.o d +4 III ~1 - uz /Lo,1 
for /II uj lllz.o,l G 0 G d. (4.5) 
If (a)-(d) in (4.1) hold with h,y E C,a(o), then Theorem 3.1 will be valid in 
E = C*b(fl), and the following estimates as well: 
II WI, < 4 Pu II:+“ + II A+‘Qu II:+% (4-Q 
and if Sz is bounded, 
II Wle < 411 Pu lit+“ + II AY=8Q~ II;“‘,. (4.7) 
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Here we presume 111 II Iljo,Y = Ij Pu ljol + 11 A+vQu lla < d and 1 - (1/2m) < 
y < 1, 6 > (~u/2m), 01 sufficiently small. 
If we assume (a)-(d) with h,, E C,E(c) and (3.3) we get for u E D(A): 
II -4~QF(u)lI, < dll Pu lit+” + II A+Qu lli+“), (4.8) 
II A~Q@lI, < cmill f’u II;+“” + II A+Qu II?% (4.9) 
the latter holding only if Sz is bounded. Again, we must assume //I u /jja,i E 
jl Pu /lu -k I/ -4,Qu /Ia < d, (Y sufficiently small. 
Assuming in addition (e), (f) with hi, E C’*$?) we are able to show 
II%%) - ~b2)lIm < 44 Ill % - u2 Illol,v 
for //I uj ilLy d 0 < 4 j = 1,2, 1 - (1/2m) <y < 1. (4.10) 
If (4.1) (a)-(f) with hd, E C,*(o), ha, E C,E(@ and (3.3) are fulfilled we 
finally get for uj E D(A): 
II A:Q(%) -FWl, < 44 III ~1 - ~2 IILl 
for Ii/ uj /~la,l < 0 < 4 j= 1,2, OL sufficiently small. (4.11) 
In this section we only need estimates (4.2), (4.4), (4.6) to (4.9). The local 
Lipschitz continuity will be used in Section 5. 
Applying these estimates we can prove the following stability theorem 
(see the proof of [7, Theorem 1.41): 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Re p > a > 0 for all p E a(A,). Then for all strict 
solutions of (1.4) in L,(Q) we have 
II -%%t)ll,,o < ceebt, t E PO, a), whenever II Ap~~(0)II,.o < 8(c). 
The exponent y is in the interval ((2m - 1)/2m) + (n/2mp) < y < 1 and the 
value b is determined by the spectrum of A, , namely 0 < b < d, < a. 
Let Re p > a > 0 for all p E o(A). Then for all strict solutions of (1.4) in 
C,a(o) we have 
II AYu(t)Ila < Ee-bt, t E ra a>, whenever /I A~+~u(O)ll, < 6(c). 
Here the exponent y is less than 1, namely 1 - (1/2m) < y < 1, or/2m < 6 
(a su@ciently small). 
If f satisfies (3.3), the value y = 1 is admissible, too. If IR is bounded we have 
II AYu(t)I’O < Ee- bt, t E [0, cc), whenever IIAyu(0)ll, < 8(e), l-(1/2m) < y < 1. 
If (3.3) is valid, this estimate is true also for y = 1. 
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Remark. Because of (d) in Theorem 3.1 these stability estimates imply 
the global existence of strict solutions. By virtue of (2.15) the ;~ I/,-norm 
estimates implythe global existence of strict solutions in C”(Q)with sufficiently 
small 01. 
The proof of [7, Theorem 1.51 leads to the following instability result. 
In this case we need the subspace PE to be finite dimensional, which, for 
example, can be guaranteed if Q is bounded. In the next section we show 
how to get rid of this assumption. We formulate our result simultaneously 
for E = L,(Q) and E = C,a(@. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let dim PE < co and let there exist points in the spectrum 
U(A) with Re p < 0. Then there exists an co > 0 and a cone K in PE with 
vertex 0 such that to any strict solution of (1.4) in E with u(O) E K there cor- 
responds a t, E [0, T,,,) for which 1 Pu(t,)l > E,, . Here 1 * 1 denotes some 
norm in PE. 
If Re TV < 0 for all p E a-(A) we have K = PE. 
Remark. If Q is bounded we have PC”(D) = PL,(sZ) C D(A). Since 
F satisfies a local Lipschitz condition in E = L,(Q), any strict solution of 
(1.4) in L,(Q) coincides with the strict solution in P(a) whenever u(O) E 
G4J4. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let Q be bounded. Then in any C2+U-nez~hborhood f 
u = 0 there are initial data for classical solutions of (1.3) which eventually 
leave some fixed L,-neighborhood of u = 0. The number 13 2m is determined 
by the regularity of the tigenfunctions of A in PC?(o). 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is by contradiction: Assuming j Pu(t)l < c, 
t E [0, Tmax), we first get an estimate for ]I A+yQu(t)lI and therefore Tmax = 00. 
The second step shows that j Pu(t)l > E for all t > t, whenever u(0) E&! 
and E is chosen sufficiently small. The open cone Z? is defined by / jP,u(O)l > 
1 jP,u(O)I, where PE = P,E @ P,E is decomposed into complementary 
subspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues with negative and vanishing 
real parts. By j we denote a suitable isomorphism from PE in G where 
k = dim PE. 
Analyzing the proof we also get a Hilbert space version of Theorem 4.2 
which has no need of the assumption dim PE < co. We assume, of course, 
that the evolution equation (1.4) has strict solutions in L&2) (see [7, especially 
Theorem 3.11). 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let E = L,(Q) and Re(A,u, u)a,a < -q I/ u&a for all 
u E PL@) and for some q > 0. Then there is an E,, > 0 such that to any strict 
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soZution of (1.4) in L,(G) with u(0) E PL,(sZ) there corresponds a to E [0, T,,) 
for which [I Pu(~~)~~~,~ > fO . 
This instability result can be applied to the Navier-Stokes system written 
as an evolution equation in Hilbert space. We do not want to go into the details; 
instead we refer the reader to [7], where only the case of a bounded domain 
Q is considered. 
5. THE STABLE MANIFOLD 
In this section we assume 
jReplIu>O for p E o(A,) and p E a(A). (5.1) 
The estimate (see (2.5)) 
I/ eA-t 11 < c5eedlt, t 3 0, (5.2) 
together with (4.3), (4.5), (4.10), (4.11) th en enables us to transcribe the 
proofs in [4,111.6]. In the following we assume 
((2m - I>/24 + (424 < y < 1 or 1 - (1/2m) <y < 1. 
If y = 1 in the case E = C,“(~), we have to assume (3.3). If E = C,a(@ 
the number 6 satisfies 6 > ar/2m; if E = L,(Q) we set 8 = 0. The norm 
Ill ZJ /IL stands for II Pu II + II A+vQu II. 
LEMMA 5.1. Any strict solution of (1.4) in E sutisfring I/[ u(t)l[l, <M, 
t E [0, co), has the representation 
u(t) = -1 m eA-‘PF(u(t + s)) ds 
0 
+ e-“+“Qu(O) + It e-A+(t-S) QF(u(s)) ds. 
0 
(5.3) 
There exists an tl > 0 such that //I u(t)lll, < E < cl for t E [0, ao) implies the 
estimate 
III @)llly < cal II -4% II eedst (5.4) 
with w = Qu(0) and 0 < d, < d, . 
The proof is accomplished by transcribing [4, Lemma 111.6.1 and 6.21, 
with use made of (5.2) and the integral equation (3.1). Let Y be the subspace 
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of W, ~1, PE 0 +J+Y)) consisting of elements such that sup[,,,) 
/II u(t)!l!, < co. In the same way as in [4, pp. 1121, we can prove 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 0 < E < l 1 and E = cIcQz where ca2 = 2r, or 2c,, . 
If w E D(AT”) and 11 A~;+‘w 1~ < < then the integral equation 
u(t) = -Jle e*-‘PF(u(t + s)) ds 
+ e- A+tW + I 
t e-A.+‘t-“‘QF(u(s)) ds (5.5) 
0 
has a unique solution u in I’. Moreover the solution satisjes i/l u(t)ij~. < E. 
The solution of (5.5) is a strict solution of (1.4), as can be shown by the 
techniques in [9]. The initial condition of this strict solution is given by 
u(O) = -j= A s e - PF(u(s)) ds + w. 
0 
We now define the ball 
II;+” = (w E D(A;+‘), 11 A’=6w I/ < <] 
and the mapping g: B:+’ -+ PE @ D(A+v) by 
g(w) = -JOE eA-‘PF(u(s)) ds + w, (5.6) 
where II is the unique solution of (5.5). We have g(0) = 0. An estimate 
similar to (5.4) gives 
II/ 241(t) - u,(t)lil, ,< Cal lI-4y=yw, - wz)il (5.7) 
for any two solutions of (5.5) satisfying II! Zf!j(t)ll/, < E < cl (j = 1, 2, Wj = 
f&(O)). This implies the Lipschitz continuity of g. By a direct calculation 
(see (5.6)) we get 
!~i gh) - g(w,)111,+, B 4~) II 4+‘h - w,)li> (5.8) 
caa(~r) > 0, which implies the injectivity of g and the continuity of g-l with 
respect to the norm /I/ . IIlv+6. We finally define 
S y,e = (g(w) I w E K+6:. (5.9) 
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Then A’,,, has the properties: 
(1) If u is a strict solution of (1.4) with u(O) E S,,, , we have 
II A’=8QG91 < 6 
III 4mJ G EY .f E [O, co>, 
Ill Wll. < cal II C”Q4O)ll emdst, t E [O, co). 
(2) If, on the other hand, u is a strict solution of (1.4) satisfying 
Ill Wll, < E, t E I!& 00)~ II ~‘;c”Q4Wl < 6 we have 
40) E S%, * 
(3) S,,, is tangent to D(At+‘): 
II 4Mll = 411 AT+,‘“w II).
Property (3) follows from the definition of g and from (5.4); properties (1) 
and (2) are consequences of the uniqueness of the solution and its representa- 
tion (5.3). 
In the case E = L,(G), the set S,,, is homeomorphic to B,Y. This is 
because 6 = 0, which implies that g as well as g-l are continuous with 
respect to the norm II/ . /119,0,y. 
Property (1) of S,,, justifies the nomenclature “stable manifold.” 
Using property (2) we get rid of the assumption dim PE < cc in Theorem 
4.2. Remember, however, that in Theorem 4.2 we could admit also points 
in the spectrum with vanishing real part and that our assumptions on the 
nonlinearity F were less restrictive. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let I Re p ( > a > Ofo~ all p E a(A) and assume cl-(A)# .@ 
(i.e., PE # (0)). Then there is an P,, > 0 such that to any strict solution of(1.4) 
in E with u(O) E PE C D(A), u(O) # 0, there exists a to E [0, Tmax) for which 
II poll > co * 
Proof. Taking u(O) E PE and assuming jl Pu(t)ll < E we get the estimate 
III 4N, G Cd4 II W)lll 
where u is the strict solution of (1.4) ( see the proof of Theorem 1.5 in [7]). 
If E is sufficiently small we know that //I u(t)jjl, < pi , which implies u(O) E SY,,l 
(remember that Qu(0) = 0). We therefore have u(O) = g(w) = Pg(w). 
The estimates II u(O)]1 < l and I/ u(O)11 > css II At;f’w I/ (see (5.8)) finally 
contradict property (3) of S,,,l , if Q is possibly further restricted to be smaller 
than co. 
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Theorem 5.3 is an instability theorem in the topology of E = L,(Q) or 
E = C,U(D). In the latter case it guarantees the instability of u = 0 in the 
class of classical solutions of (1.3), 52 not necessarily being bounded. 
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